The diffuse intracluster light (ICL) contains a significant fraction of the total stellar mass in clusters of galaxies, and contributes in roughly equal proportion as the hot intra-cluster medium (ICM) to the total baryon content of clusters. Because of the potential importance of understanding the origin of the ICL in the context of the formation and evolution of structure in the Universe, the field has recently undergone a revival both in the quality and quantity of observational and theoretical investigations. Due to cosmological dimming, the observational work has mostly concentrated on low redshift clusters, but clearly observations at higher redshifts can provide interesting clues about the evolution of the diffuse component. In this paper we present the first results of a program to characterize the ICL of intermediate redshift clusters. We find that at z ∼ 0.3, the X-ray cluster RX J0054.0-2823 already has a significant ICL and that the fraction of the total light in the ICL and the brightest cluster galaxy (BCG) is comparable to that of similar clusters at lower redshift. We also find that the kinematics of the ICL is consistent with it being the remnant of tidally destroyed galaxies streaming in the central regions of the cluster, which has three central giant elliptical galaxies acting as an efficient "grinding machine". Our cluster has a bi-modal radial-velocity distribution and thus two possible values for the velocity dispersion. We find that the cluster fits well in the correlation between BCG+ICL fraction and cluster mass for a range of velocity dispersions, leading us to question the validity of a relevant correlation between these two quantities.
INTRODUCTION
The diffuse intracluster light (ICL) in rich clusters of galaxies is by now a mature field that was pioneered by Zwicky (1951 Zwicky ( , 1952 and quantified using innovative photoelectric and photographic techniques by de Vaucouleurs & de Vaucouleurs (1970) , Melnick, Hoessel, & White (1977) and Thuan & Kormendy (1977) . But it was not until the advent of low-noise panoramic CCD detectors that the field matured and evolved to the present state of the art (Zibetti et al. 2005; Gonzalez, Zaritsky, & Zabludoff 2007; Mihos et al. 2005; Krick, Bernstein, & Pimbblet 2006) . However, even with state of the art CCDs on the most powerful telescopes, the the intracluster light comes from stars stripped off massive galaxies that fall into the forming cluster. Recent state of the art hydrodynamical simulations (Puchwein et al. 2010) predict that the ICL should contain a significant fraction (∼ 45%) of the total stellar mass in clusters, well in excess of the values typically observed. Thus, observations of the diffuse intracluster light in clusters should yield information not only about the origin of the ICL, but also about the formation of the clusters themselves. Mapping the evolution of the ICL as a function of redshift should, at least in principle, provide a novel cosmological probe.
In the course of an investigation of the diffuse intergalactic light in X-ray emitting clusters at intermediate redshifts, we detected a puzzling S-shaped arc-like structure in the ROSAT cluster RX J0054.0-2823 that we tentatively identified as the gravitationally lensed image of a background galaxy at a redshift between z = 0.5 and z = 1.0 (Faure et al. 2007 ). The cluster is characterized by having three dominant D class galaxies, two of which are interacting forming a dumbbell cD system. Thus, although our lensing models reproduced surprisingly well the arc-structure, the possibility that it could be tidal debris related to these massive galaxies could not be excluded. In fact, numerical simulations of cluster formation show that galaxies and groups falling in the cluster potential actually retain their identities for rather long times, so the ICL should actually have a filamentary structure, which is actually observed in some clusters (see Mihos et al. 2005; Rudick et al. 2009, and references therein) . We therefore embarked on an ambitious project to measure the redshift of the arc, which has a low surface brightness so, unless the spectrum is dominated by strong emission lines, required long integration times. We designed an observing strategy allowing us at the same time to observe the arc, the diffuse intracluster Light (ICL), and a substantial number of individual galaxies in the field taking advantage of the multi-object spectroscopic mode of the FORS2 instrument on Paranal. This allowed us to obtain the redshifts of more than 650 galaxies in addition to very deep observations of the arc, and very deep images and long-slit observations of the ICL.
The analysis of the field population around the cluster are presented in two separate papers (Giraud et al. 2010 (Giraud et al. , 2011 that also contain the details of the observations and the data analysis procedures. The present paper is devoted to the investigation of the diffuse intra-cluster light component and the analysis of the dynamics of the cluster based on our deep images and deep spectroscopy. In Section 2 we present a detailed description of the observations and the data reduction techniques for the photometry and for the long-slit spectroscopy that has not been described in our previous papers. Section 3 presents the dynamical and photometric properties of the cluster and the ICL and details the techniques that we used to detect and measure the ICL component and to define its photometric and spectroscopic properties, including those of the S-shaped arc. Finally, Sections 4 and 5 discuss the results and presents the conclusions of this work. Throughout this work we use the standard cosmology H0 = 75 km s −1 , Ωm = 0.3; ΩΛ = 0.7.
OBSERVATIONS

Photometry
Our initial deep images of the cluster were obtained with SUSI2 at the La Silla New Technology Telescope (NTT) in the V and I bands in the nights 26 and 27 of September 2000. SUSI2 is an excellent instrument for this kind of work: besides the reflections in the three telescope mirrors it has only one additional reflection, one transmission through the dewar entrance window and the filter, ensuring a very clean point spread function (PSF). The observations were executed using the Continuous Differential Imaging (CDI) method described in detail by Melnick, Selman, & Quintana (1999) . Briefly, the observations are done (as in the infrared) by nodding between object and sky. Since SUSI2 has a mosaic of two CCDs, the nodding was done by alternatively centering the brightest cluster galaxy (BCG) on either CCD and thus measuring the sky on the other. The images of each CCD are calibrated using standard techniques, and the median of the two bracketing sky images is subtracted from each cluster image to obtain a set of sky-subtracted images of the cluster that we call CDIs. All CDIs are astrometrically registered and photometrically calibrated before being averaged. The resulting image is used to create a mask where every discrete object is flagged. This mask is used to create new CDIs were the signal from discrete objects in the sky frames is removed. A final science image is produced in this way and Melnick, Selman, & Quintana (1999) showed that the technique works even under rather unfavorable observing conditions. Table 1 summarizes the number of consecutive images used for each band, and the total amount of observing time.
The CDI technique allows us to obtain extremely uniform backgrounds over a 4.3 arcmin wide section in RA (1.05 Mpc at the cluster redshift), due to the offset used to nodd the CCD during observations. At scales larger than 4.3 arcmin the background is also very uniform, but information has been lost due to the CDI reduction technique. The logarithm of the frequency distribution of pixels values shown in Figure 1 indicates that the background noise is Gaussian with a mean value of 0 ADUs and a dispersion equivalent to a background uniformity of ∼ 0.2% of the original sky level in both bands. We remark that our original I-band images have a mean sky brightness of ∼ 19.5 mag arcsec −2 while using the CDI technique we were able to detect surface brightness levels down to I ∼ 29 mag arcsec −2 at 1σ above the sky level. Observations were carried out with an instrumental seeing of 0.8 to 1.1 arcsec, and about 40% moon illumination.
We also have deep R images taken with the FORS2 instrument at VLT in the night of September 22, 2006. They were acquired initially to construct the masks for our spectroscopic observations, but since we had access to the calibration data of that night we also reduced them to have R band magnitudes (in this case we did not use the CDI method).
We used Sextractor to produce a catalogue with positions and magnitudes of all galaxies in our SUSI V and I images and FORS2 R band. We first run sextractor over the V data. To derive meaningful colours, the I-band and R-band catalogs were created using the objects and their structural parameters as determined in the V image (ASSOC Figure 1. Logarithmic pixel intensity histograms for the final V-band and I-band CDI images. The Gaussian fits to the background noise correspond to a mean intensity of 0 and a rms noise of about 0.2% of the sky level in both bands. This translates to 1σ detections down to ∼ 30 and ∼ 29 mag arsec −2 respectively. The small deviation from perfect parabolae at negative intensities is due to the fact that not all pixels in the final images contain contributions from the same number of CDIs.
option in Sextractor). Figure 2 presents the resulting colourmagnitude diagram of the field where different symbols are used to represent objects with measured radial velocities, and members of the central X-ray cluster. The complete catalogue of cluster galaxies with photometry and measured radial velocities in the range of SUSI2 FoV is presented in Table 2 .2.
Spectroscopy
Long-slit and multi-object spectroscopy of the dominant cluster galaxies, the diffuse component, the arc, and about 650 galaxies in the field were obtained using FORS2 on the VLT. Full details about the observations and the data reduction of the individual galaxies are given by (Giraud et al. 2010, henceforth Paper I) . Here we present a detailed account of the long-slit data, which is not given in that paper, including particulars relevant to the long-slit observations of the S-shaped arc, the BCG halo and ICL component. Figure 3 shows the positions of the slits drawn on our R-band image of the cluster, where the codes that we will use to label the corresponding spectra are identified.
Comparison with our deep images of the BCG halo and ICL shown below (Fig. 8) show that the outermost slits, which we used to measure the sky, are indeed free of contamination by the BCG halo or the ICL. The two sky positions parallel to the slits on the S-shaped arc were used to correct the spectra for sky features. The figure also shows that the S-shaped arc (that is covered by two slits) suffers from significant contamination by the BCG haloes, which was corrected subtracting the light from the outermost pixels along the corresponding slits of each arc component. for the arcs. We used the grism 300V with the order sorting filter GG435 for the ICL and the arcs. Thus, the 300V grism covers a wavelength range between 4450 − 8700Å at a resolution of 112Å mm −1 . With the detector used in binned mode the pixel resolution is 3.36Å pixel −1 . We also used the 600RI grism for the arc with the same order sorting filter, which covers the range 5120-8450Å at a resolution of 55Å mm −1 . The total exposure time for each of the ICL axis is 18 × 1450s, and that of the arcs is 12 × 1450s with the 300V grism and 10 × 1450s with the 600RI. The total telescope time including field acquisition, mask positioning, and integration time is 58 hours (1h of telescope time provides 2 × 1450 s of integration). The journal of observations is given in Paper I. The reader will notice that our slit width of 1.6 ′′ is rather small for measurements of very low surface brightness objects. However, given the low richness and low X-ray luminosity of the cluster, our slit choice was a compromise between sensitivity and spectral resolution.
The data were first reduced by the ESO quality control group who provided us with science products together with calibration data: master bias (bias and dark levels, read-out noise), master screen flats (high spatial frequency flat, slit function), wavelength calibration spectra from He-Ar lamps, and a set of spectrophotometric standards. We repeated the reduction pipeline starting from bias subtraction, flat fielding, and wavelength calibration. We estimated the sky background on slitlets away from the ICL, either on one side of the ICL slits, or both. Distortion with respect to the columns was measured on the sky line at 5577Å and used to build a 2D sky which was subtracted to the 2D spectrum. The 2D spectra were divided by the CCD response curve derived from spectrophotometric standards, but were not calibrated in flux. Multiple exposures where then aligned and median averaged. The spatial alignment of 2D spectra of the ICL major semi-axis South (ICL-S) was done by using the spectrum of a faint galaxy, namely object A in Figure 3 . For the semi-major axis of the northern part of the ICL (ICL-N marked Y in Figure 3 ) we used the profile of galaxy #210. Galaxy A is a distant background object, and galaxy 210 is a cluster galaxy possibly in the ICL. For the ICL minor axis we used the spatial profiles of the ICL spectra obtained by coadding columns from 5800Å to 7550Å . The same procedure was done for both components (slits) of the S-shaped arc. 
RESULTS
Global properties of the cluster
Out of the ∼ 650 galaxy spectra that we collected in the field of the cluster, 95 had redshifts in the range 0.283 < z < 0.303 that we considered to be possible members of the cluster. Figure 4 shows the radial velocity histogram of the cluster for a bin size of 150 km s −1 that shows two distinct peaks. The strongest peak, which contains close to 90% of the galaxies, is centered very precisely on the average radial velocity of the three brightest cluster members. The second peak corresponds to galaxies with negative velocities relative to the brightest members. This could be interpreted as evidence for the infall of a group of galaxies along a broad filament just behind the cluster onto the cluster centre defined by the brightest galaxies. However, the spatial distribution of the putative infalling galaxies is not distinct from that of the main-peak galaxies, although none of the brightest galaxies in the cluster corresponds to that group. Figure 5 shows a composite colour image of the central part of the cluster where the three dominant central elliptical galaxies are clearly seen together with the S-shaped arc. Two of the central ellipticals form a very close dumbbell system that, however, does not show the typical tidal distortions in their envelopes that characterize well known dumbbells in groups or nearby clusters (such as NGC 4782/4783 (Borne & Colina 1993) or A3391 (Govoni, Falomo, Fasano & Scarpa 2000) ). The higher redshift of our cluster (compared to previously studied systems) and photometric effects from the third elliptical galaxy and the S-shaped arc, however, may make it hard to distinguish faint distortions.
We cannot exclude that one of the components of the dumbbell system originally had a radial velocity consistent with the infalling peak of the histogram, and that the passage close to the other component and the cluster centre Table 2 . Catalogue of redshift and photometric properties of cluster galaxies in the field covered by SUSI2. The data for all the 95 cluster galaxies will be given in an electronic catalogue. a Distance to the center of the cluster b Because of the crowding in the central area of the images, some galaxies are left without photometric data could have deflected its original motion thus masking its dynamical origin, but the evidence for such a major merger event is rather weak: the X-ray contours shown in Figure 6 have a slight elongation along the dumbbell axis although ROSAT does not detect any substructure. This may be due to the resolution and sensitivity of the ROSAT data for this relatively faint cluster in X-rays, although the presence of a relaxed, smooth cluster structute does not necessarily imply that the cluster is not in an advanced stage of merging (Brough et al. 2008 ). The third E-galaxy (#493) also has a small velocity difference relative to the db, but not knowing its real position along the line of sight, it remains rather difficult to ascertain its dynamical role in the cluster centre.
The possibility that the double peaked radial velocity histogram reflects a merger of two clusters was further investigated by Monte-Carlo simulations of a single peaked Gaussian trying to detect secondary peaks produced by statistical fluctuations. We generated 100,000 galaxies with the overall (single) Gaussian velocity dispersion of the cluster, drawing 1000 random selections of 100 galaxies in each experiment. We then searched for resulting bimodal distribu- tions applying the following conditions to define a statistically significant secondary peak: Using bin sizes in the range 180 − 250 km s −1 we found that the probabilities of finding spurious bi-modality varied 
413 Kpc between 16% and 19%. Therefore, there is an 80% probability that our cluster underwent a significant merger in the past, the few faint galaxies that we presently see infalling onto the cluster centre are the last remnants of the infalling smaller cluster. Thus, Table 3 presents the global properties of the cluster obtained using all the gallaxies in our catalog (One Gaussian), or fitting two Gaussians to the radial velocity histogram and retaining the parameters of the main peak to compute the properties of the cluster. We computed the total luminosity of the cluster summing the light of all cluster members within a well defined radius. However, this leads us to underestimate the luminosity because our spectroscopic catalogue is not complete. We thus used an R-band image taken with WFI on the La Silla ESO/MPIA 2.2m telescope to determine the luminosity function of the cluster corrected for field contamination. The result is shown in Figure 7 where we compare the luminosity function of the galaxies with spectroscopy to that from the WFI R-band photometry. The solid line shows the fit of a standard 2-parameter cluster luminosity function (α = −1.21; M * ,R = −21.14, see Christlein & Zabludoff (2003) ) adjusted to fit the four brightest (R=18 to R=19.5) bins from the spectroscopic data. Thus, we calculate the total luminosity of the cluster by integrating the fitted luminosity function out to faint magnitudes. This is done independently for each value of r500 listed in Table 3 , and we obtain the V and I magnitudes assuming (V-R)=1.0 and (V-I)=1.6.
Photometric properties of the ICL
Because of cosmological dimming, the detection of the ICL in clusters should be much easier at low redshifts than at the redshift of our cluster. However, we find that the disadvantage is largely compensated by the fact that intermediate redshift clusters are more compact allowing extremely accurate sky subtraction and also minimizing contamination by Galactic Cirrus that plague investigations of the nearest clusters (Rudick et al. 2009, e.g.) . In the surface brightness profiles presented in Figure 9 we can detect the ICL down to at least µV = 30 mag arcsec −2 and radial distances of more than 350 kpc, showing that can properly characterize the ICL component for this cluster at z ∼ 0.3.
In order to characterize the properties of the ICL, and in Figure 7 . Luminosity function of galaxies in the cluster determined using two sets of data: spectroscopically confirmed cluster members (black dots; spec), and statistical counts using photometry on a WFI R-band image as described in the text (green dots; phot). The solid line shows the fit of a standard cluster luminosity-function to the 4 brightest bins of the spectroscopic data.
particular the fraction of the total stellar light of the cluster that is contributed by the ICL, we need to define a radius within which we will integrate these properties. To facilitate comparison with previous investigations, and in particular with the work of Gonzalez, Zaritsky, & Zabludoff (2007, henceforth GZZ), we will use R500, the radius at which the cluster density is 500 times the critical density of the Universe (Ωc = 5 × 10 −30 g cm −3 ). GZZ used the sample of clusters from Vikhlinin et al. (2006) to calibrate the relation between the velocity dispersion of the clusters (σ) and R500 and thus to infer the radius from the velocity dispersion. Again for consistency, we will use the same calibration to determine the relevant parameters of our cluster, with the caveat that we have two possible values of σ as indicated in Table 3 . We thus infer two different values for R500, which we will preserve in all computations. Figure 5 illustrates the well known challenges of detecting and characterizing the ICL in clusters: using photometry alone it is virtually impossible to separate the ICL from the halo (in our case haloes) of the BCG. It is therefore customary to treat both components together (e.g. Gonzalez, Zabludoff, & Zaritsky 2005 ). We used the task Ellipse within IRAF to build the surface brightness profiles of the BCG+ICL using as input our deep images together with a mask with all pixels brighter than R = 25 mag arcsec −2 and all pixels within 15 pixels of the masked ones. The parameters of the task Ellipse are used by the IRAF task Bmodel to build a model image of the object and to generate the surface brightness profiles. To illustrate how well this procedure works, even in the densely populated central region of the cluster, we show in Figure 8 our I-band image of the cluster compared with the same image subtracting the BCG+ICL component reconstructed using the IRAF procedures (top panels).
We also experimented with the tools GALFIT Peng et al. that in principle should provide even more accurate models of the extended components. With GALFIT, which is probably the most powerful publicly available tool to model galaxies (elliptical galaxies in particular), we were not able to obtain good models for the central galaxies either by fitting one galaxy at a time and masking the other two, or fitting the 3 galaxies together. Both procedures left large spourius residuals in the model subtracted image. OVWAV, that uses a wavelet analysis to detect and remove contaminating objects, should allow to better model the extended components after cleaning. However, while we were able to obtain good OVWAV fits for our R-band FORS2 and I-band NTT images, the procedure failed to converge for our V-band NTT image, in spite of extensive consultations with the author of the package. Nevertheless, as shown in the bottom panels of Figure 8 , the IRAF reconstruction and the OVWAV procedure give remarkably consistent results, which make us confident that our method to model and characterize the extended BCG+ICL component is reliable and robust. Figure 9 presents the surface brightness profiles derived from the reconstructed images indicating that we reliably detect the ICL of the cluster out to radial distances of at least r = 350 Kpc from the cluster centre.
In order to measure the colours of the BCG+ICL component we used the structural parameters for the fitting ellipses (ellipticity and orientation) defined by the V-band to get the I-band profile brightness. This allow us to avoid false structures in the colour profiles due to mismatching of the ellipses, or to rebinning errors. The resulting colour profile presented in Figure 10 shows a gradient that can be traced out to at least 350 kpc, despite some fluctuations in the region outside of 150 kpc. The main body of the BCG extends out to approximately 10 kpc (see Figure 5) , and then we see a bluer section with approximately no variations in colour extending from 10 to 40 kpc. From this point on we detect a distinct and continuous bluing out to approximately 350 kpc. This last section is probably a pure ICL component while the inner area probably still has a significant compo- nent of BCG halo. A similar trend has recently been observed in the extended halo of M87 by Rudick et al. (2010) , which they use to place constraints on the likely origin of the ICL in Virgo. We will return to this point in the analysis of our results.
Spectroscopic properties of the ICL
Northern semi-mayor axis: ICL-N
The combined 2-D spectrum of the major axis (N-S) component of the ICL and BGC halo is shown in Figure 11 .
The sky background for the northern component (ICL-N) was measured in the slitlet marked Y in Figure 3 . After subtracting the sky from each of the 18 exposures of ICL-N, and combining these 2-D spectra, we obtained a 1-D spectrum by adding 22 rows at location Z in Figure 3 . The 1-D spectrum in the region of the 4000Å break, rebinned to z = 0, is shown in Figure 12a . The radial velocities and 4000Å break amplitude D(4000) measured in this spectrum are listed in Table 4 together with the values for other relevant regions of the cluster (see below). We find a D(4000) step for ICL-N that is significantly shallower than that of the central cluster galaxies and of galaxy #210, and is in fact typical of post-starburst (E+A) and of bulge-dominated spiral galaxies as discussed in Paper I. The lower value of D(4000) in this region is consistent with the bluer colour was measured as follows: a smoothed step function with D(4000) as step was used to model the continuum as shown in Figure 13a . The instrumental profile was deduced from the 5575Å night-sky line, scaled to the depth of the absorption lines to be measured. It was assumed that the ICL lineprofiles are Gaussian so the observed widths are a convolution of the slit function with a Gaussian of the same height. The line-widths were derived by minimizing the residuals after removing the continuum. The fit to H & K in the ICL-N spectrum after continuum subtraction is shown in the insert of Figure 12a .
Southern semi-major axis: ICL-S
The sky background was measured at the southern end of the same slit used to measure the ICL (the region below the absorption line symbols K, H, G in Figure 11 ). Three 1-D spectra were extracted at different locations of the ICL-S: an inner spectrum combining 8 rows located between the spectrum of the southern component of the S-shaped arc and object B; an middle spectrum combining 10 rows between galaxies A and B; and an outer spectrum obtained by combining 13 rows south of object A. The three resulting spectra are shown in Figure 12b . We observe a velocity gradient of △V ∼ 180 km s −1 between the outer and inner positions, and a corresponding gradient in D(4000) that is consistent with the bluer colour of the ICL relative to the central galaxies.
ICL minor axis
The sky background was measured on both sides of the ICL as indicated in Figure 3 . We obtained three 1-D spectra by combining 13 rows starting from south of galaxy #493 outward; 16 rows on the opposite side; and 10 rows in the inner region. We find a large E-W radial velocity gradient of △V ∼ 300 km s −1 and, consistently with ICL-S, D(4000) is significantly smaller in the outer regions than in the middle. We combined the spectra in the region where the slits of the major and minor axes cross. This gives a reasonably high S/N spectrum (Figure 13b ) where we clearly detect strong metallic absorption lines -Al III 3584Å, Fe 4383Å, and 4531Å. The Hδ absorption line in this region is weaker than in ICL-N. Table 4 and Figure 14 summarize the velocity information for the various components of the ICL discussed above. The radial velocities, △V km s −1 , are in the rest frame of galaxy #509, which is at z = 0.2929. The table shows that the radial velocities of the ICL are quite chaotic, and that, within the rather large errors, the velocity dispersions seem to dominate over velocity differences. There is clear indication of a systematic increase in velocity dispersion with distance to the cluster centre, which can be interpreted as evidence for a true ICL component dynamically decoupled from the BCGs, more representative of the cluster as a whole. The least uncertain velocity dispersion measurements are for the intersection of the NS and EW stilts, ICL-N, and ICL-S (middle) that have the lowest formal errors. According to Figure 13 . (a, top) Spectrum of the ICL-S at the intersection of the two slits with a model continuum superimposed in blue. (b, bottom) Same spectrum corrected for redshift where the metallic lines are indicated. The feature marked with a question mark could not be identified with any nebular emission-line at the redshift of the cluster, nor do we find a secondary absorption line system in the spectrum of the ICL component.
Kinematics of the ICL
our photometry, only ICL-S (middle) would be a bona-fide ICL component, while ICL-N and the intersection region are well within the BCG haloes. Taking the average of ICL-N, ICL-S(inner), and the slit intersection region as representative of the BCG haloes, we get a halo velocity dispersion of 414 ± 114 km s −1 . We do not have a stellar template to calibrate the instrumental width of a single (K-type) star, so we used galaxy #210 that was observed with a reasonably good S/N to infer a lower limit for the true velocity dispersions. We thus get σ BCG−halo ∼ 353 ± 135km s −1 for the BCG haloes, and σICL ∼ 478 ± 113 km s −1 for the ICL (that is ICL-S(middle)). This is consistent, within the errors, with both values for the velocity dispersion of the cluster given in Table 3 . As expected, the velocity dispersion of the ICL formally larger than that of the BCG halo, but the difference is not significant given the large errors. ble in either component, which otherwise have spectra typical of faint absorption-line galaxies in the cluster (Paper I). The two spectra, however, are not identical and in fact have slightly different redshifts, although the difference of 165 km s −1 is only at the 2σ level. Both components show clear Balmer lines in absorption, but those of the southern component are stronger. We find no evidence, therefore, that either of the components of the S-shaped arc could be the gravitationally lensed image of a background galaxy. 
The S-shaped arc
DISCUSSION
Dynamics of the cluster and origins of the ICL
The fact that the cluster has rather regular X-ray contours indicates a reasonably relaxed centrally symmetric gravitational potential. It seems plausible, therefore, to assume that the three central E-galaxies are in fact close neighbors. The likely outcome of this configuration is that the dumbbell will circularize its orbit and that eventually the three galaxies will merge (Brough et al. 2008; Pimbblet 2008) . In the process, they create a strong varying gravitational tidal field that will shred to pieces any small galaxy that ventures to the central region of the cluster, particularly late-type galaxies. This could be the source of the two pieces of our S-shaped arc, that has colours and spectral types consistent with those of faint galaxies in the cluster, but very similar redshifts to the surrounding large ellipticals. Thus, the three massive central elliptical galaxies could form a sort of efficient galaxy grinding machine, rapidly filling the central regions of the cluster with debris and dispersed stars. This is consistent with the complex pattern in the radial velocities of the diffuse components ( Figure 14) and their large velocity dispersions. This is also consistent with the clear outward bluing of the ICL, both in the photometry and in the spectra. Similar bluing trends have been found by Rudick et al. (2009) for Virgo, and by Jee (2010) for CL0024+17 at z=0.4, who argued that the bluing provided evidence of ongoing stripping of stars. If the bulk of the stars were stripped a few Gyrs earlier the ICL would be redder if the cluster galaxies continue to form new stars (Sommer-Larsen et al. 2005) . In fact, our spectra indicates that the ICL luminosity is dominated by star younger than 2.5 Gyrs. This explanation is also consistent with the colour gradient observed in the redsequence of clusters (e.g. Figure 2 ) if we posit that the main donors of ICL and BCG halo stars are faint galaxies, and with the measured values of D(4000). Our "galaxy grinding machine" model would provide a mechanism to accomplish this efficiently, although we also believe that there might be other contributors to the observed bluing, e.g. unmasked faint galaxies, more of which are forming stars in the periphery of the cluster than near the centre.
Baryons
GZZ presented a comprehensive study of the ICL component in 23 clusters from the Gonzalez, Zabludoff, & Zaritsky (2005) sample of clusters with well determined dynamical masses and X-ray luminosities. The central aim of GZZ was to account for all baryons in clusters, and the inclusion of the ICL, which may contain as much as 50% of all the baryonic mass, was of paramount importance. In fact, because of the problems to disentangle the ICL from the halo of the BCG mentioned above, GZZ actually measured the fraction contained by both components together that for the purpose of counting baryons is a valid approach. GZZ found a correlation between the velocity dispersion of their clusters and the fraction of the total cluster light that is contained by the BCG+ICL component. Figure 16 reproduces the GZZ correlation using the values tabulated in their paper. The BCG+ICL component dominates the stellar mass for small mass clusters, but is less than 40% for the most massive ones. GZZ argued that there was a good physical basis to expect such correlation and ruled out the possibility that the correlation results from selection biases in their data, in particular the radial dependence of the BCG+ICL component, which is more centrally concentrated than the galaxies. Recently, however, Puchwein et al. (2010) failed to reproduce such a strong correlation using state of the art hydrodynamical simulations, although they did not consider low-mass clusters that are actually the ones that define the steep correlation of GZZ. The slope of the models is roughly in agreement with the observations for clusters more massive than ∼ 10 13 M ⊙ , but in this mass range the models still predict about two times more BCG+ICL light than is observed. Puchwein et al. (2010) argued that they did not expect significant changes in their estimates from improvements in the simulations, and therefore shifted the burden of proof on improved observations. The BCG+ICL fraction for our cluster is shown by the two coloured open squares in Figure 16 , corresponding to the two possible values for the velocity dispersion of the cluster. Both points are seen to fit very well in the GZZ correlation. This happens because, as indicated by GZZ, and shown in Figure 17 for our cluster, the BCG+ICL fraction decreases with increasing radius and we use R500 that scales with ve- Figure 16 . Fraction of the total light in clusters that is emitted by the BCG+ICL component as a function of velocity dispersion. The filled squares are the data from GZZ and the red square are the two values corresponding to the two possible values of the velocity dispersion of our cluster listed in Table 3 . For both values our cluster fits the correlation rather well. locity dispersion to calculate the fractions. In fact, our cluster fits the GZZ relation for any value of σ in the range allowed by the observations (330 − 500 km s −1 ). This suggests that the steep part of the GZZ relation -the region of small cluster masses -may indeed be affected by the strong radial gradient in the BCG+ICL fraction (Figure 17) . The errors that propagate to the BCG+ICL fractions through the measurement uncertainties in the velocity dispersions of low-mass clusters via the σ − R500 relation, and the strong radial dependence of the BCG+ICL fraction, actually blur the low-mass end of the correlation. In fact, if clusters with velocity dispersions lower than 500 km s −1 are removed from the sample, the remaining (massive) clusters define a trend that is consistent with the trend predicted by the numerical simulations of Puchwein et al., although the discrepancy with the absolute values of the BCG+ICL fractions remains.
We suspect that the discrepancy may be related to the way in which colours and magnitudes are assigned to the numerical stars as a function of mass, age, and chemical composition, and their assumed IMF. Unfortunately, however, Puchwein et al. (2010) and the references they cite do not provide enough details about their treatment of stellar evolution to look deeper into the models.
SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS
We have presented deep photometry and spectroscopy of the diffuse intracluster light (ICL) of an intermediate redshift cluster at z=0.3. We show that despite the redshift we are able to measure both the photometric and kinematic properties of the ICL out to distances comparable to the distances reached by state-of-the-art observations of local clusters such Figure 17 . Fraction of the total light in the cluster contained in the BCG+ICL component as function of the enclosing radius (bottom axis). The top axis scale is the equivalent velocity dispersion using the relation σ − r 500 described in the text and can be used to compare with figure 16. Note the significant radial dependence of the measured fraction. We don't show the fraction with radius larger than r = 600 Kpc because we don't detect the ICL component beyond that radius.
as Virgo. This is because, being more compact, we have less problems to subtract the sky background and the contamination by large scale features like Galactic cirrus. And of course we are able to observe with 8m-class telescopes. We found that globally the BCG+ICL component is reasonably well characterized by a de Vaucouleurs R 1/4 law, and we detect a significant outward bluing of the diffuse component. At a distance between 40 kpc and 350 kpc from the cluster centre, the colour gradient flattens and the slope of the surface brightness profile steepens probably signaling the region of pure ICL light. We also find that the D(4000) index, which is an indicator of stellar populations, is shallower in these outer regions and consistent with the value observed for faint galaxies in the cluster. This, combined by the rather chaotic kinematics of the ICL at large radii, is consistent with the observations in lower-z clusters of filamentary structures in the ICL. Our cluster is characterized by a triplet of bright elliptical galaxies in its centre, two of which form a close dumbbell pair. We argue that this structure will eventually merge thus significantly increasing the BCG+ICL component. In spite of its dynamical youth, however, the fraction of BCG+ICL to total light in our cluster is consistent with the values observed for similar mass clusters at low redshifts. If real, this indicates that most of the ICL must be formed early in the merging history of clusters. However, the radial velocity histogram of our cluster is consistent with two different values for the velocity dispersion, and curiously the cluster fits the correlation between BCG+ICL fraction and velocity dispersion for both velocity dispersions equally well. This happens because there is a well known relationship between BCG+ICL fraction and radius, and we integrate the light out to a radius that scales with velocity dispersion. This leads us to suggest that the correlation between BCG+ICL and velocity dispersion may be much weaker than previously thought, which is consistent with the predictions of hydrodynamical numerical simulations. However, the simulations predict BCG+ICL fractions on average a factor of ∼ 2 larger than observed (with BCG+ICL fractions up to 70% and with the ICL alone having 45% of the stellar mass), but unfortunately the theoretical papers do not provide sufficient details about the modeling to allow a better understanding of the discrepancy. In particular, it is not clear how these simulations model stellar evolution, nor whether the models actually reproduce the observed colours and D(4000) steps of the ICL. We are confident in our measurement of the BCG+ICL fraction in RX J0054.0-2823 and therefore that the discrepancy does not lie with the observations.
The main conclusions of our paper can be summarized as follows:
(i) The S-shaped arc in the ROSAT cluster RX J0054.0-2823 is not the gravitationally lensed image of a background galaxy, but the remnant of two faint cluster galaxies in the act of being tidally destroyed by the gravitational field of the three giant elliptical galaxies in the cluster centre;
(ii) In spite of the relatively large redshift of the cluster (z ∼ 0.3) we were able to clearly detect its diffuse intracluster-light (ICL) component and to measure its broad-band colours and spectral signatures. The bluer colour and shallower spectral indexes of the ICL, and its chaotic motions are consistent with the idea that the ICL originates from tidally disrupted galaxies.
(iii) For the ICL we measured D(4000)=1.39±0.02, typical of post-starburst (E+A) galaxies. This value is significantly different from D(4000)=1.83±0.01 measured for the central galaxies, and is consistent with the bluer colour of the ICL;
(iv) The bi-modal radial velocity distribution of the cluster galaxies makes its velocity dispersion rather uncertain, despite the fact that we have velocities for close to 100 cluster galaxies. However, we find that the cluster fits the correlation between the fraction of the light in the BCG+ICL component and velocity dispersion found by GZZ for any value of the velocity dispersion in the range allowed by the observations. This led us to question the correlation given the rather large observational uncertainties in the velocity dispersions of the low-mass clusters in the GZZ sample. However, our cluster shows the same discrepancy between the observed BCG+ICL fraction and the values predicted by numerical simulations.
(v) The BCG+ICL fraction of our cluster is undistinguishable from that of similar mass clusters at lower redshift in the GZZ sample. This indicates that most of the diffuse component in clusters is already in place at z=0.3.
